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Bema:
Bookstore

Rip Off
('The following letter was sent to
UNM President Fel'l'el Headv.)
By PEGGY DIETZ and
MARY ABERNATHY
Over the past year it has become
more and more apparent that
something must be done about the
outrageous practices <of the UNM
bookstore. It is well past time that
we seriously consider establishing a
student cooperative to replace this
profit-oriented "trap." More and
more inexcusable occurances are
taking place every day.
As an example, "Intelligent Life in
the Universe," by Shklovski, the text
used in an introductory astronomy
course, was sold by the bookstore in
hardback' edition for $10.95. When
students arrived in class, the
professor informed them that the
text was available in paperback for
$3. 9 5. It would seem that the
bookstore would have had
knowledge of tnis less expensive
edition and ordered it rather than
the hardback issue.
In another instance, one of us
bought a text for a statistics course
and was charged full price for it,
only to discover that the book had
been previously used.
Another problem arises when
students attempted to sell back their
books at the end of the semester.
They received only a small fraction
of the original price, although the
books are in good condition. The
bookstore then resells the texts at
nearly full price, thus making a large
profit. Books which have not been
used during the semester are also
depreciated in value. Oftentimes at
the end of a semester a student has
not had occasion to use a book
which was originally assigned for a
course. It is understandable that the
bookstore should not be expected to
buy back such books at full value.
However, neither should these books
be depreciated to 50 percent of their
original price.
Not only are we concerned with
the outrageous prices of books, but
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Letters:
Liked Orientation
To the Editor:
Re: letter to the editor by E.
Schl:'einer for SRA.
I see no reason why the SRA,
Y AF, sororities and fraternities
should have expected an opportunity
to address the freshmen at the Sept.
8 student orientation. l can just

it has come to our attention that
nearly, if not all, products. have a
much higher sale price at the
bookstore than most outside
business establishments. We made a
survey to compare bookstore prices
with those of a local drugstore. Bear
in mind that the pharmacy used in
our investigation is not a discount
house, nor were the products being
sold at special prices. Our findings
indit'atP the following:
BookstorePharmacy Differ-

Price

mouth wash
shavt• crPam
hau·spray
cream rinse
for hair

Price

ence

$1.29
$1.19
B9c

62c 67c
87c 32c
77c 22c

99c

56c 43c

0 ut

of 12 randomly selected
items, all were considerably cheaper
at the local pharmacy. Even if tax
were to be included in the drugstore
prices, the difference is still quite·
signif.icant.
Could we not establish a student
co-op which would operate at near
cost to the consumer? If profit were
just sufficient to pay salaries of
employes and other overhead costs,
the prices would still be considerably
lower than those presently being
charged by the UNM bookstore.

Editorial:
18 Year
Old Vote
Perhaps no political party has
tried harder to emphasize 18 year
old voting rights than John Salazar's
Independent New Mexican Party.
Provisionally registering 18-20 year
olds at UNM and the University of
Albuquerque during the past two
weeks was a bold endeavor, quite
uncharacteristic of the state's major
political parties.
Salazar today takes his 18 year old
voting rights suit before district
court.< If he wins the case, 65,000
young New Mexicans will suddenly

become enfranchised. lt would prove
interesting to observe a possible
realignment of viewpoints by the
two major candidates concerning
18-20 year olds even if only those on
the state's college campuses.
If Salazar loses, however, even a
favorable U.S. Supreme Court
decision in late October would not
incorporate 18-20 year old voters in
the Nov. 3 elections, since
registration books will be closed well
before :l court decision. Unless
declared unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court, 18 year olds may
vote for president and vice president
effective Jan. 1, 1971. Voting age
requirements for state offices will
still be in the hands of the respective
states and it is unlikely that the New
Mexico legislature will be anxious to
reduce the age. After all, Congress
wasn't too eager to add 10 million
18-20 year olds to their 1970
campaign problems, so why sould
such a conservatively stalwart
legislature as New Mexico's be eager
to act on 18 year old voting rights?
Win or lose, Salazar has set the
precedent and won the respect of
some of New Mexico's young in the
process. Federal jurisprudence could
also win this respect if the vote is
granted tomorrow.

NEW
MEXICO

Commission on Campus Unrest Asks 'Cease Fire'
WASHINGTON (UPI)-President
Nixon's Commission on Campus
Unrest pleaded Saturday for a
"national ceasefire" among students,
police and politicians and urged
Nixon himself to lead the way.
In what it termed the most
important of a long < list of
recommendations to stop violence
and disruption, the corr1mission said:
"Only the President has · the
platform and prestige to urge all
Americans, at once, to step back
from the battlelines in:to which they
are forming. Only the President, by
example and instruction, can
effectively calm the rhetoric of both
public officials and protestors, whose
words in the pa&t have too often
helped further divide the country,
rather than unite it."
The commission denounced
violence in any quarter and proposed
that anyone who uses violence be
charged and punished as a criminal,
but said dissent and disagreement
short of violence absolutely had to
be protected.
Former Gov. William Scranton of
Pennsylvania, the commission
chairman, presented the report
without public ceremony to the
President just 15 weeks after Nixon
callc>d for recommendations to avoid
further disruptions of the typc> that

'Peace? Quit While We're Ahead? Not Us, Comrade!'

picture us sitting in Popejoy for 10
or 12 hours listening to them and the
Young Democrats, Young
Republicans, Mountaineering Club,
Karate Club, etc., etc. SRA, YAF,
sororities and fraternities can hardly
be equated to the duly elected
student government.
Obviously Barbara Butler,
elementary education major, doesn't
know me because I was totally
delighted with Eric Nelson's message,<
the new-form student handbookl and
the entire student orientation. I
found the orientation informative
and refreshing and the attitudes of
those giving the presentations sincere
<and helpful. I hope Miss Butler has
the opportunity one day soon to sit
through a traditional student
orientation, complete with welcome
addresses from all the deans.
Anne M. Kass
Ruvolo Answers Anderson
To the Editor:
This is in reply to Robert U.
Anderson's criticism of my column,
"Tip-off," which appeared in The
Lobo Sept. 23, and is directed to any
readers who may have been
misinformed by his letter.
The point of the column was not
athletic expenditures, or how the
students at UNM and other colleges
are getting screwed by paying
activity fees. Its pqint was recruiting.
I don't think either Mr. Dolzadelli

\.
.,i

hit U.S. campuses after the United
States invaded Cambodia of April
30.
After seeing Nixon, Scranton was
asked about the President's moral
and political leadership in healing the
divisions described in the
commission's report.
"Since the episodes of last spring,
there has not been the kind of
leadership needed to bring about the
kind of reconciliation that we're
talking about," Scranton replied.
He said he did not think the
President or his administration
shared the commission's deep belief
in the need for urgent action to
repair these divisions, which he said
are "far more compelling and are
growing far faster than most
Americans realize."
The commission said the
Indochina war, racism and the
colleges themselves were responsible
for student unrest.
In its charge to Nixon, the panel
said:
"Nothing is more important than
an end to the war in Indochina.
Disaffected students see the war as a
symbol of moral crisis in the nation
which, in their eyes, deprives even
law of its legitimacy ... "
Nixon made no public statement
about the report, which ran 359

typewritten pages, but was quoted
by aides as telling Scranton not to
worry if the document was
controversial-"! don't want a bunch
of intellectual eunuchs around here."
The commission said there was a
"crisis of violence" and another of
"understanding.''
"Students who bomb and burn are
criminals. Police and national
guardsmen who needlessly shoot or
assault students are criminals.
"All who applaud these criminal
acts share in their evil. We must
declare a national cease-fire.
"A nation driven to use the
weapons of war upon its youth is a
nation on the edge of chaos," the
report said. A nation that has lost
the allegiance of part of its youth is a
nation that has lost part of its
future."
The 10-member panel made it
clear it had no sympathy for "a small
minority of politically extreme
students and faculty members and a
small group of dedicated agitators
(who) are bent on destruction of the
university through violence in order
to gain their own political ends.
"Perpetrators of violence must be
identified, removed from the
university as swiftly as possible and
prosecuted vigorously by the
appropriate agencies of law
enforcement," it said.

Speaking to the President, the
report urged him not only to end the
Indochina war but to "renew the
national commitment to full social
justice and to be aware of increasing
charges of repression.
"We recommend to him that he
take steps to see to it that the words
and deeds of government do not
encourage belief in these charges,"
the commission said.
On the shooting of students at
Kent State University and Jackson
State College last May, the
commission schedul~d separate
reports for release next week. But in
reviewing the Ohio incident, it
mentioned student rock throwing,
but said nothing of officials' early
claims that gunfire was directed at
guardsmen.
In the Mississippi case, where the
commission said repression of Negro
students was "shamelessly"
practiced, it said there was brick and
bottle throwing and harassment of
police and firemen but no shooting
before officers "fired a barrage into a
girls' dormitory."
Of the main reasons for student
activism, the commission said: "Full
social justice and dignity, an end to
racism in all its human and cultural
forms, is a central demand of today's
students, black, brown and white."
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Voting Rights Suit Dismissed ~ Report Recommends :

or I said that ticket sales comprise
the total atnletic department funds,
and I can assure Mr. Anderson that
neither of us is under that
impression; I only said that it was a
very important phase, 50 percent, to
give you a rough idea, of
inter-collegiate athletics.
I might remind Mr. Anderson that
last academic year saw Colorado
State University's student body
president launch a somewhat
successful attack on activity fees,
asking students simply to refuse to
pay them. Surprisingly enough, some
students appeared interested enough
in CSU's athletics that they actually
paid money to watch them.
Recruiting is only one part of
intercollegiate athletics, activity fees
are still another. Perhaps Mr.
Anderson sees me as wrong in stating
that filling the grandstands is
important, but even as I am sure that
he would be interested in
enlightening The Lobo sports staff
on the subject of activity fees and
intercollegiate &thletics on the
whole, I would also like to enlighten
him on the fact ·!;hat this is not what
I said.
Roger Ruvolo

Unicops Off Campus
To the Editor:
More than once I have seen patrol
cars of the University police cruisin~

A thrce-judgt> U.S. District
Court pant>! I<'riday dismissed a
suit to allow 114 to 20-year old
New Mexicans to vote in tlw Nov.
3 general eledion.
Filing the suit was John A.
Salazar, Lhe gubernatorial
candidate of the Indept>ndent
New Mexican Party. Salazar filed
on behalf of his daughter, Emily,
20; Marshal Clement, 18; John
Clement, 20; and James Thomas
Estep Jr., 20.
The suit was based on the
Voting Rights Law passed by
Congress and signed by President
Nixon last June 22. Section 305
of the new law makes voting
privileges for 18 to 20-year·olds
effective Jan. 1, 1971.
Albuquerque attorney Lorenzo
Tapia, representing Salazar, said
the Jaw should have become
effective when the President
signed it, June 22.
"Congress tried to enforce the
15th Amendment (voting rights)
and then they tried to restrict it,"
said Tapia. "Congress diluted the
federal statute by inserting section
305."
Edward O'Della, also
representing Salazar, gave three
reasons why the 18 to 20 vote
should be granted immediately.
"First I don't believe New
Mexico dould hold to a stipulation
that would only allow people 21
and older to vote, Secondly, I
think J8·year·olds are mature and
responsible. 18-year·olds alsc;> .bear
the brunt of the military
involvement of our country,''
0 'Della said. He also cited
Kentucky, Alaska, Hawaii and
Georgia as already having below
21 voting laws.
Gov. David F. Cargo and other
state officials were listed as the
defendants. Representing the state
were Attorney General James
Maloney and Assistant District
Attorney Gary O'Dowd.
Both councils agreed on the
constitutionality of the law but
could not agree on what date the
law should become effective.
Tapia and O'Della said the
court's decision caul :1 .affect
65 000 young New Mexicans in
th~ November election. However,
since the court dismissed the suit,
Monday, September 28, 1970

the 400 block of Columbia, where I
live. The excuse that they are on
their way to the south campus isn't
valid, as it m?.y have been for
explaining the presence of campus
police off campus on Yale, Buena
Vista or Sycamore. What are they
doing?
One thing they are not doing is
preventing or solving the problem of
stolen bicycles from on campus
locations. The number of people
who had their bicycles and
motorcycles ripped off from dorm
parking lots is phenomenal.
The priorities of the city police
are no more clear. When I was living
in the northeast heights for two
months last fall, I never once saw a
city patrol car go past my house.
However, city patrol cars could be
seen going by my ghetto house five
times a day.
These patrols are obviously not a
deterrant to the rip-off artists who
haunt the ghetto, bagging radios
cameras or gmtars. Once when called'
to the scene of a burglary, the city
patrolmen failed to even take down
the name of the victim until she
reminded them to do so on their way
out the door.
What are the priorities of the local
law enforcement agencies? More
importantly, what are the reasons for
the priorities (if say marijuana
smoking is higher on the list than
robbery, or vice versa)?
Beaux Means
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More effective deployment of poliee forces, better H
; ' police morale and more eomplete statistical servic~s §!
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Enforcement and Planning Commission last week,
compares crime incidence statistics and law
enforcement procedures in Albuquerque.
The report recommends major reorganization to
bring Albuquerque's police procedures up to dat~ and
cope with the city's high crime rate, the natiOn's
second highest in 1969.
Included in organizational revisions are coalition of
county and city agencies, merging of the traffic and
patrol divisions of the city police force and
establishment of a special free way patrol whose
would be trained in all aspects othf
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John Salazar

it in effect, upheld the 19 71
voting date. 'l'his means the legal
voting age in New Me:xico is still
21 and no federal legislation
shows the contrary until January.
The panel hearing the case were
Federal Distt·ict Judges Howard C.
Bratton of Albuquerque, Oliver
Seth of Santa Fe and Edwin
Langley of Muskogee, Okla., who
presided,
Bcsid es the voting gmnt,.
Sa lazar was also asking for
"it1terim relief" so those affected
by a favorable 18·year·old vole
decision could register in time for
the election,
SaIazar Sal'd l1e intends to

~

;;:,;
§
~

appeal the decision and also try to ~
have this case included with other ::;:
cases when the U.S. Supreme =

~~t~r~nco~:~ci~·~

the 18-year·old
Cases the Supreme Court is
already scheduled to hear stem
from suits by several states,
including Texas and Oregon,
against the fede1·a! government
seeking to have the 18-year-old
voting provision declared
companion
unconstitutional.
suits
the federal In
government
is
aiso sueing those states which
have indicated they will not
comply with the 18-ycar-old
provision.

e~er~l~tncy

Strongly criticized in the report was e mi 1 ary
atmosphere" and structure of the department and
resultant lack of motivation in police officers. Also
scored were the lack of public relations training and
teamwork on the force.
However, Albuquerque police compared favorably
in training and education with police in Tucson a~d
Amarillo, cities very similar to Albuquerque m
population, ethnic and economic factor?.
Albuquer-~e. pothlicet are ~t_oretphoorly prtaifdouthnadnJ therr
counterpanS m e wo c1 1es, e rep.o
...
Another major recommendatiOn to ut1llze
personnel more effectively was the use of "fluid
patrols" to place proportionately larger number of
policemen in high density crime areas..
,
1
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recommended by the study group. Such a system,
possibly.t 0 incorporate microfilming, w.ould. pro_vide
1
d t
f
more data on the time, paces m1 ypes o cnmes
committed.
The report submitted last week recommended
further study of the case load of the district
attorney's office, the relationship of city and county
law enforcement agencies and streamlining of office
procedures as well as the possibility of federal
funding of departmental changes.
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Papers Depict Minuteman Discipline Minuteman Leader

Grievance Procedure Tested

Mi~~.~~~~:;: -~~f~:.'!~-D~,~~~~ ~:~~~~~·~~~ea~~g~~~~~;~ :.:.:~;:;~~'I GuiIfy 0 n 9 c0 unfs

demanded

strict

discipline

everyone here to forget about

organization
a II y Victor
and
individually.
Minuteman
Horsfall stepped out of line,
became a security risk and was
imprisoned by Minuteman
leader, Robert DePugh. During
the confinement,
littleonverbal
dialog
was carried
but

it,"DePugh: "Ok."
4) "If I'm not mistaken
there is a box of "Traitor's
Beware" propaganda leaflets
here that are not completely
folded. Iand
couldput
finishthem
folding
them
in

12) "I couldletter,
try my
at
a fund-raising
If hand
I could
do this it would be of help to
the organization because we
are always low on money."
DePugh: "The Feds already
k(underground)
n o w
y o uso there
are would
UG

written communication was
used between (Bob) DePugh
and Vic Horsfall. Below are
uneditedprinted
extracts
of first
that
dialog,
for the
time anywhere. This unusual
document provides a rare look
··at genuine Minuteman thinking
and dogma-strictly 11dhered to
even while in confinement.)
"Vic,
"I would like a list of 10
things which you can do in
your present environment (v,
cage six feet, by four feet, by
two feet) that will be helpful
to the organization.
"When you have furnished
this, I will then see that you
start eating again,"
"Bob"
(Horsfall's answers)
1) "I can read literature
about socialism and
communism and compare it to
our form of government which
I'm sure is much superior. I
• believe this would be a help to
the organization in that it
would help me to see why I
should try even harder to
defeat it."
DePugh's answer: "Ok."
2) "I can read literature
about guerrilla tactics which
I'm sure would be a help to the
organization because it would
help me to know what to
expect when the fighting
starts."
DePugh: "Ok."
3) "I can try to think of a
solution to the problem I have
created. I believe this would be

envelopes if the envelopes are
already addressed. I believe this
would help to get out a little
propaganda
which we haven't
done
for awhile."
DePugh: "Later."
5) "If the envelopes are not
addressed I could address
them. When I was in high
school I could type 30 words
per minute, I have thought
several times that I should keep
in practice and I could do that
now."
DePugh: "Later."
6) "I could go through the
newspapers and magazines to
gather intelligence data.
Intelligence
is something
that
the organization
will never

be little to Jose-much to
gain-by your writing to other
members of Patriotic
Party-identifying
yourself
as
regional Chairman of
PP urging
them to count their blessings
and try to keep them by
working harder than ever for
PP and contributing all they
can to MM (Minutemen)."
13) "I can do a few
calisthenics to help keep my
body in shape. This would be
of help to the organization
becauseits the
betterarephysical
shape
members
in the
better they can carry on the
fight."
DePugh: "Later."
W hi I e caged
his
custom-made
box in
Horsfall

•m

have enough of so that would
be of help
to the
organization."
DePugh: "We go to town
seldom-plan to subscribe to
papers soon."
9) "If you could give me an
unloaded pistol I could
practice dry firing it. This
would me
steady
my shot
handwhich
and
make
a better
would help the organization
because the organization needs

DePugh: "Ok-good."

composed several Minuteman
slogans, some of which are
printed below.
"The Communists and
Socialists say 'We need the
United Nations to keep peace. •
We say, 'Has it kept peace?
What about Korea? What about
Viet-Nam? What about
Israel-Arabia?'
United NationsThey
to need
form thea
world government headed by
Communists."-Minutemen.

good marksmen."
DePugh:
"Later."
11) "I might
try to write
some propaganda slogans for a
new round of mortar attacks.
(The Minutemen placed
propaganda leaflets in mortar
shells
fired around
them into
variousand areas
the

"The Communist-Socialistled
call 'Pigs,
our
policedemonstrators
and guardsmen
Trash' etc. How would you like
to be called those names just
because you did your job? We
say, 'The police and guardsmen
deserve
lot of
credit
for
puttinga up
with
these

country.) This would be of
help to the organization if I

communist and socialist led
stooges'."-Minutemen.

r
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Warning: The Surgeon General Has Determined That
Cigarette Smoking is Dangerous to Your Health.

By MICHAEL BLAKE
Robert DePugh looked much the same
as he had
·
throughout his trial-cool, d~ter:nmed, somewhat
apprehensive. His right han? was buried 111 the pant~-pocket
of the dark conservative smt he had worn the past fiVe days,
DePugh
past the
spectator .section .and
through the double doors leadmg to the outs del corridor
k
1
where most of his Minutemen allies waited. He oo ed as
though he were waiting for another witness to testify in his
behalf or perhaps he was hoping for some eleventh-hour
move that would end in a not-guilty decision from his jury,
But it was too late.
Only moments before, after 95 minutes of deliberation, a
U.S. District Court jury had found DePugh guilty of violating
(on all nine counts with which he was charged) the Gun
Control Act of 1968.

st~ed

The discouraging decision (discouraging for DePugh and
his followers, delightful for the government) brought five
days of testimony, which see-sawed between the mundane
and the shocki'ng, to a close.
Final word came at about 5:30 p.m. on Friday but it was
clear long before, that Robert Bolivar DePugh would have
great difficulty in getting off. Even DePugh's buddies, top
Minutemen who flocked to Albuquerque for his trial, had
little reason to smile from the outset. The government built a
solid case against America's modern day founding-father and
even after DePugh closed his defense on Friday none of his
supporters felt even a glimmer
fidef optimism.
f" of
t t bona
t t'f
tl
t
FBI agents had been the Irs o es 1 y · or 1e governmen
and J. Edgar Hoover's G-Men set a general tone of
authoritative, expert testimony which was followed by U.S.
attorneys to the letter. In short, despite the judge's
admonition that J"urors should no& !9ive any extra weight to
0
the testimony of an officer, jurors obviously gave more
credence to FBI testimony.
There should be no question of DePugh's guilt, however,
for he undoubtedly did possess illegal, unregistered
·
bweapons.
l'
bl
DePugh's story of non-involvement was JUSt too un e leva e
and the jury obviously felt the former industrialist was not
telling the truth. But other elements of the trial were just as
preposterous as the DePugh fairy-tale.
Janet Taylor Elder and Victor and Ruth Horsfalls were
certainly guilty of the same crimes with which DePugh was
charged but because they testified for the prosecution all will
probably be granted immunity.
In his final argument the chief prosecutor told the jury, "I
think we have proved everything and if ever there were a case
where the evidence is overwhelming this is one." But in
referring to DePugh's charge of torture at the hands of the
FBI the same prosecutor said, "The FBI just isn't capable of
that kind of behavior" and then went on to tell the court
that if DePugh had been mistreated he could have
complained at the time to the authorities.
In his own final argument DePugh asked why no
fingerprints, (on the weapons confiscated) were introduced
into evidence. The prosecution countered by saying,
"Fingerprints had very little to do with this case-that's a
rather infantile argument."
Speaking to the jury for the last time DePugh said, "If I'm
ever on the sidewalk I'll be happy to see you. Partly because
I'll look on any one of you as a friend and partly because I'll
be glad to be on a sidewalk. I don't know what I can say to
you. I'm not guilty.
"Now, instead of standing here and taking up more time
I'm going to let the government have their last word like they
had the first word. In any event thank you VE!ry much."
The last remarks weren't enough and Robert DePugh
probably knew it when he uttered those final WOl'ds;
His witnesses ranged from members of tlw Ku Klux Klan
to religious fanatics, all of whom lent a circus-like
atmosphere to the otherwise drab proceedings of Judge H.
Vearle Payne's courtroom.
But Robert DePugh's organizing could he over for a long
time. Ironically, the most rational sounding and acting
member of the Minutemen will he sentPnced Oct. 9 to a term
which could last the rest of his lifetime. It is unlikely that
DePugh will die in jail but it is equally likely that America's
super-patriot will celebrate July 4, 1976 alone in his cell.
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above warning must be placed on all
cigarettes manufactured for sale
in the United States on or after
November 1, 1970.

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH,
EDUCATION, AND WELFARE
Public Health Service

This space contributed as a public service.
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of the University year by the Board
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Associated Students of the
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YD's Meeting
The Young Democrats will
meet Monday Sept. 28, at 8 p.m.
in Union ro~m 250-A. Officers
will be elected. There will be two
guest speakers,, Robert
Mondragon, candidate for
lieutenant governor, and Joseph
M. Montoya, Jr.

Exchange

Progra~

.

Applications for the University
of Massachusetts and Grambling
College exchange programs are
now available in the dean of
students office, room 157 of the
~dministration building,
'I'he programs allow a ~tudcnt
to spend one semester at mther of
the two exchange schools.
.
Students intereste.d 111
participating in the program 1t1 the
second semester of tbi~ y~ar
should return the applicatiOn
form by Oct. 15 .to the dea_n of
men's office. Fmal select10ns,
including a Jist of alte1•nates are
expected to be completed by the
end of October.

CALLING U

NEW MEXICO' LoBO

The Kiva Club will elect
officers for the current semester,
Monday night, Sept. 28, at 7. The
meeting will be in the meeting
room of the International Center
(next door to the Native
American Studies Center) 1812
Las Lomas N,E,

Ji

Women dorm residents are
reminded that applications for
Standards/Referrals Boards are
due Oct, 1. Forms are available
from floor advisors.

Monday, Sept. 28
Albuquer<Juo Chamber of
Commerce; Union, room 231 A-C;
noon;
Ln Societe du Cinema; TJlcnicr;
3: ao, 7, 9 p.m.
Studcn t Standards; Union, room
230; G p.m.
Town Club pledges; Union, room
231D,
Kiva Club; Intcrnntlonnl Center,
1812 Las Lomas; 7 p.m.
Alpha Epsilon Pi; Union, room 253;
7p.m,
Senate Steering Committee; Union,
room 231 A; 7 p,m,
Town Club Mothers; Union, room
260 C; '7 p.m •

Open Sections

Kiva Club

i

Tutoring

'I .

and spokesman for last spring's
strike, explained, "We lost
because everyone was confused.
The administration brought in
another union, an AFL·CIO
affiliate. They told us Teddy
Martinez, one of Heady's
assistants, brought in the union."
In response to the other three
demands, Myron Fifield, physical
p !ani director, said that an
affirmative action program has
been established. "It was in the
planning stages before the strike.
We try to follow all procedmes
for job postings. There is a
grievance procedure fot· employee
problems-it's a sophisticated
thing.''
Barela said the grievance
procedure was tested this summer
by George Trujillo, a janitor who
was fired for "excessive sick
absences.''
"Trujillo was fired because he
was sick," said Barela. "They're
supposed to warn someone before
the person is fired, but Trujillo
wasn't warned."
Trujillo appealed the action to
the grievance committee, was
rehired and received back pay.
Lawrence Yehle, director of
non-academic personnel, told The
Lobo that as far as he knows there
were never any demands
presented by the physical plant
em pI o yees. "Salary inequities
were resolved before the strike
and in May, 1970, a promotion
from within policy began."
The Affirmative Action
Program is subject to yearly
review by a Health, Education and
Welfare (HEW) Department
committee. In its last
investigation, HEW recommended
that the University establish a
minority group training program.
"This fall we're offering a course
in English for all non-acadl~mic
employees," Yehle said. "Putt!ng
our l'fforts into something hke
this is more worthwhile than
posting all jobs in Spanish and
English.''

"Tutoring is Love" is the the~e
of this year's UNM tutol'mg
project. Tutol'ing. will be
concentrated in Albuquerque
Monday, September 28, 1970

e I em en tary schools with 25
percent or more of the stu~e?ts
coming from poverty fam1hes.
Some positions in junior and
seniot· high schools are open also.
The emphasis of the program is
on building up the child's
self-concept with academics
secondary. For more information
go to room 251 of the Union or
call 277-4406 or 277-4106.

French for Children
French for children will be
offered on Saturday mornings at
10:30. Registration will be Oct. 3
at 10:30 in Mitchell Hall, room
101.
Classes begin on Oct. 10. The
fee is $10 per semester per child.
For more info!"mation contact Sue
Konopak at 299·8178.

Chicano Studies
Chicano studies will conduct an
organizational meeting, Tuesday,
Sept. 29, at 7:30. p.m. The
meeting will be at the chicano
studies center, 1815 Roma N.E.
Students interested in voluntary
tutoring, counseling or governing
of chicano studies are invited.

YWCA Classes
The YWCA is looking for
volunteer instructors to teach
once a week this fall,
Classes needing instructors
include sewing, cake decorating,

1

Fifield

1100 San Mateo N.E.

265-6931

1100 Shop

I

Campus 13riefs

Three new discussion sections
have been opened for Sociology
101. Times and sect!on numbers
follow. For inform~t10n, stop. by
the department office, Mesa V1sta
3024.
Sect. 029
Tuesday 9:30
Sect. 030
Tuesday 4:30
Sect. 031
Wednesday 9:30

Applications Due

Page 2
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(Editor's Note: The following
2. End to discrimination in
article is a follow-up on the
wages.
conflict of the physical plant
3. End to discrimination in
workers and the UNM
promotions.
administration last spring.)
4. End to discrimination in
On May 11, 1970, workers in
disciplinary policy.
the physical plant called a strike.
In accordance with N a tiona!
A formal call for the strike and Labor Relations Board (NLRB)
picketing was made by the rules, an election deciding
physical plant orgamz1ng whether or not
the
committee. In announcing the Communications Workers of
strike, the committee listed America (CWA) would represent
several demands:
custodians and auxiliary workers
1. The right to be represented was held. The CWA was rejected
by a union and to have an by a vote of 200-174. Ernesto
election.
Barela, a physical plant employee

courtr~om's

New Mexico Lobo

By Act of Congress, the

Part of Physical Plant Policy Revisions

ceramics arts and crafts, guitar,
exercising, knitting crocheting and
stitchery, and ballet and modern
or creative dance. Anyone
interested in teaching contact Mrs.
Dora Martinez, 247·8841.

Carr Concert
Vikki Carr will perform in
concPrt at Civic Auditorium
Tuesday Sept. 29, for the
restoration fund of San Felipe
Church in Old Town .
Carr will arrive at the Sunport
tonight at 7:25 .
For any information about the
concert, contact Rick Gordon at
San Felipe Church Rectory,
243·1049 or 243·4628.

Poetry Contest

.

Prizes totaling $1600 are bcmg
off c red in the eighth annual
Kansas City Poetry Contest
sponsored by Hallmark Cards.
Entries must be postmarked by
Feb, 1. Winners will be announced
April 26. For rules write; K.C.
Poetry Contest, P.O. Box 5313,
Kansas City, Mo. 64114.

Concert Honors Robb
The New Mexico Federation of
Music Clubs will honor John D.
Robb, dean emeritus of the
College of Fine . Arts, with a
concert Tuesday, Oct. 13 at 8:15
p.m. in the concert hall of
Popejoy.

FLAVORED

IN FLAME/

The
Corduroy
Caper

HotDogs

Beware of wolves in chic co thing! Or, the
case of the velvet touch ... velve~~ co~duroy,
that is. Keep ahead of the com petitio~ m flare
bottom slacks with top· pockets, wide ~elt
loops ... in wide wale corduroy. ~atc~mg
vest. Red; Beige, dark Brown, off White. Sizes
29 to 36.

Across the Street from Popeioy Hall

slacks ........ 20.00

Burgers
Bar-B-Q
Tenderloin

Open I0:30 a.m.-11 p.mo
842w9270

Vest ........ 10.00
Page 3

·· 'George M!' Here Oct. 11-12

Excerpts of Campus Unrest Report
(Editor's Note: Following are
excerpts of major portions of the exercise of dissent on our President call a series of national
report submitted to President campuses and in the nation.
responsibility to help preserve varied in order to enhance the
We
advance
our . meetings designed to foster
Nixon Saturday by the
academic
freedom.
undm·standing among those who
quality and voluntariness of
Commission on Campus Unrest.) recommendations not as cure-ails are now divided. He should meet
university study.
For Law Enforcement
but as rational and responsive
We have deep sympathy for
Dissent and peaceful protest are steps that should be taken. We with the governors of the states,
We call upon all members of
peace officers-local and state the university to reaffirm that
a valued part of this nation's way summarize here our major with university leaders, with law
of governing itself. Violence and recommendations, addressed to enforcement officers and with
police national guardsmen and proper functions of the university
camp~s security officers-who are teaching and learning, research
disorder are the antithesis of those who have the power to black and student leaders. Each
·
democratic processes and cannot carry them out.
must deal with all types of and scholarship. An academic
participant in these meetings
be tolerated either on the nation's
campus disorder. Much depends community best serves itself, the
should be urged to bring with him
For the President
campuses or anywhere else.
on their judgment, courage and country and every principle to
practical suggestions for restoring
We
urge that the President trust and responsibility among
professionalism.
Universities have not
which it is devoted by
adequately prepared themselves to exercise his reconciling moral among those whom he represents,
We commend those thousands concentrating on these tasks. Far
respond to disruption. They have leadership as the first step to and commit himself to continue
of law enforcement officers who too many who should know
been without suitable plans, rules prevent violence and create this process of national
have endured taunts and assaults better-both within university and
or sanctions. Some administrators understanding. It is imperative reconciliation in frequent
without reacting violently and outside them-have forgotten this
and faculty members have that the President bring us meetings throughout the school
whose careful conduct has first principle of academic
responded irresolutely. together before more lives are lost year.
prevented violence and saved lives. freedom. The pursuit of
Frequently, announced sanctions and more property destroyed and
At the same time, we recognize knowledge cannot continue
have not been applied. Even more more universities disrupted.
that
there have been dangerous without the free exchange of
For the Government
We recommend that the
frequently, the lack of
and
sometimes
fatal instances of ideas.
We strongly urge public
appropriate organization within President seek to convince public officials at all levels of unnecessary harshness and illegal
Obviously, all members of the
the university has rendered its officials and protestors alike that government to recognize that
violence by law enforcement academic community, as
officers.
response ineffective. The divisive and insulting rhetoric is their public statements can either
individuals, should be free to
university's own house must be dangerous. In the current political heal or divide. Harsh and bitter
We therefore urge that peace participate actively in whatever
campaign and throughout the
placed in order.
officers be trained and equipped campaigns or causes they choose.
rhetoric can set citizen against
Too many students have acted years ahead, the President should citizen, exacerbate tension and
to
deal with campus disorders, But universities as institutions
irresponsibly and even insist that no one play encourage violence.
firmly,
justly and humanely. They must remain politically neutral,
dangerously in pursuing their irresponsible politics with the
must
avoid
both uncontrolled and except in those rare cases in which
We
urge
state
and
local
officials
stated goals and expressing their is~ue of "campus unrest."
excessive
response.
to make plans for handling
their own integrity, educational
We recommend that the
dissent. Too many law
Sending civil authorities on to a purpose or preservation are at
campus disorders in full
President
take
the
lead
in
enforcement officers have
college campus armed as if for stake.
cooperation with one another and
responded with' unwarranted explaining to the American people with the universities. We urge the
war-armed
only to kill-has
One of the most valid criticisms
harshness and force in seeking to the underlying causes of campus states to establish guidelines
brought
tragedy
in
the
past.
If
this
of
many universities is that their
control disorder. Actions-and unrest and the urgency or our setting forth more precisely the
is
not
changed,
tragedy
practice
faculties
have become so involved
inactions-of government at all present situation. We recommend circumstances that justify
will come again.
in outside research that their
that
he
articulate
and
emphasize
levels have contributed to campus
We recommend that national commitment to teaching seems
ordering the guard to intervene in
unrest. The words of some those values all Americans hold in a campus disorder.
guardsmen
receive much more compromised. We urge universities
political leaders have helped to common. At the same time we
training
in
controlling civil and faculty members to reduce
We
recommend
that
the.federal
urge him to point out the
inflame it.
disturbances.
During
the past thedir outside service
government review all its current
The nation has been slow to importance of diversity and policies affecting students and
the
guard
has
played commitments.
three
years,
co-existence to the nation's
resolve the issues of war and rae!'!, health.
almost no role in Southeast Asia,
universities to assure that neither
University governance systems
which exacerbate divisions within
but
has
been
called
to
intervene
in
the
policies
nor
administration
of
should
be reformed to increase
To this end, nothing is more
American society and which have
civil
disorders
at
home
more
than
them
threatens
the
independence
participation
of students and
200 times.
contributed to the escalation of important than an end to the war or quality of American higher
in
the
formulation of
faculty
in Indochina. Disaffected students
student protest and disorder.
We urge that the national guard university policies that affect
education. At the same time
see
the
war
as
a
symbol
of
moral
All of us must act to prevent
be issued special protection them. But universities cannot be
government should increase its
violence, to create understanding crisis in the nation which, in their financial support of higher
equipment appropriate for use in run on a one man, one vote basis
and to reduce the bitterness and eyes, deprives even war of its education.
controlling civil disorders. We urge with participation of all members
hostility that divide both the legitimacy. Their dramatic
that
it have sufficient tactical on all issues.
We urge public officials to
campus and the country, We must reaction to the Cambodian reject demands that entire
capability and non-lethal
For Students
establish respect for the processes invasion was a measure of the
weaponry so that it will us~
universities be punished because
Students
must accept the
of law and tolerance for the intensity of their moral recoil.
deadly force only as the absolute
of the ideas or excesses of some
We recommend that the
responsibility
of
presenting their
last resort.
members and to honor their
ideas in a reasonable and
For the University
persuasive manner. They must
.~.. :
Every university must improve recognize that they are citizens of
its capability for responding a nation which was founded on
effectively to disorder. Students, tolerance and diversity, and they
faculty and trustees must support must become more understanding
these efforts. Universities must of those with whom they differ.
pull themselves together.
Students must protect the right
The university should be an of all speakers to be heard even
open forum where speakers of when they disagree with the point
every point of view can be heard. of view expressed. Heckling
The area of permitted speech and speakers is not only bad manners
conduct should be at least as hut is inimical to all values that a
broad as that protected by the university stands for.
First Amendment,
Students should not expect
The university should their own views, even if held with
promulgate a code making clear great moral intensity,
the limits of permissible conduct automatically and immediately to
and announce in advance what determine national policy, The
measures it is willing to employ in rhetorical commitment to
response to impermissible democracy by students must be
conduct. It should strengthen its matched by an awareness of the
disciplinary process.
central role of majority rule in a
When faced with disruptive but democratic society and by an
non-violent conduct, the equal commitment to techniques
university should be prepared to of persuasion within the political
respond initially with internal process.
measures. It must clearly
The Commission has been
understand the options available impressed and moved by the
to it and be prepared to move idealism and commitment of
from one to anothe; if it is American youth. But this
reasonably obvious that an earlier extraordinary commitment brings
tactic has failed.
with it extraordinary obligations;
Faculty members who engage to lt~arn from our nation's past
in or lead disruptive conduct have experience, to recognize the
no place in the university humanity of those with whom
community.
they disagree and to maintain
The university and particularly their respect for the rule of law.
the faculty, must recognize that The right for change and justice is
the expansion of higher education the good fight; to drop out or
and the emergence of the new strike out at the first sign of
youth culture have changed the failure is to insure thatchange will
makeup and concerns of today's never como.
student population. The
university should adapt itself to
Art Exhibits
these new conditions. We urge
A . variety of Old Masters,
that the university make its
through the 18th century, will be
teaching programs, degree shown through Oct, 18 in the
structure and transfer and leave lower gallery of the UNM art
P..?!i_c:ies more ~!£.!-~.and mo!?~- museum.
Included in the exhibitions will
be works from the museum's
collecf;ion as well as works by'
AI brech t, Durer, Rembrandt,
Ferdinand, Bois, Van de Velde
and Piranesi.
Another major exhibit is
"Prints and Process," a display of
the creation and use of wooden
Repair & Maintenance
engraving
blocl{s. The exhibit was
on all foreign cars
recently donated to the museum
by Alexander Masley, a retired
UNM chairman of art education.
On the upper. gallery, worlcs by
333 Wyotning lllvd. NE
Jan Stussy and William King will
Page 4
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Free l~timat.cs
continue to be shown through
Oct, 11.

Only you can prevent forest fires.
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Road Show Differs From TV

Anyone who saw and disliked
the television version of "George
M!" that was aired a couple of
weeks ago shouldn't decide,
because of it, to skip the road
show that is coming to Popejoy
Hall Oct. 11-12.
"The two bear almost no
relation to each other," stated
Popejoy director William Martin.
"That television show was an
unfortunate occurrence." Seems
one of George M. Cohan's
relatives sold the rights to
television instead of movies, as
was anticipated, and they botched
it, presenting an inferior and
much-scaled-down version of the
spectacular hit wf1ich ran a year
on Broadway and another year on

the road.
The TV version had a very
small cast, few sets, and simply
could not, because of the nature
of television, present a true replica
of the original. ''Our presentation
is an authentic reproduction of
the Broadway 'George M!'," says
producer Tom Mallow, "alive on
stage with 60 players, musicians
and stage technicians, 17 scenes,
314 costumes,"

hilarious. Next week's offering is
''Monkey Business," a Marx
Brothers' fHm.
The coming weekend offers a
double treat for olden comedy
fans: the theater downstairs in the
Union is showing "Silent Comedy
Night" this Friday, at 7 and 10
p.m.
supposedly more knowledgeable
or sensitive than the average
* * * 29, vocalist person,
Tuesday, Sept.
are generally expected to
Vikki Carr and comedian Larry come up with similar evaluations.
*
*
*
Wilde appear at the Civic
I must be one of the five or six
Thousands of words of
people in the country who hadn't
Auditorium. l don't personally evaluation have poured out of
seen "Monterey Pop," so I took it
know anyone who has a complete typewriters over this album, but
in at Don Pancho's Theater last
collection of Vikki Carr albums, there has been anything but a
Thursday, during its last showing.
but if you think you might enjoy consensus. It has been called a
It's not nearly as exciting as,
the evening, it's for a worthy tour de force, a tour de farce;
"Woodstock,'' but is already of
cause-restoration of historic San Dylan's finest display of universal
Felipe de Neri Church in Old virtuosity, an embarrassing
Town. Rick Gordon, at 243-1049, showcase of mediocrity; the
has information about reduced baring of his very soul, pure crass
theatre party prices.
commercialism.
***
One who loves Dylan blindly
RECORDS, , ..
will love this, if only because it is
SELF PORTRAIT"-Bop four more sides to add to the
Dylan (Columbia/C2X 30050). collection. Those whose
This will but
probably
be to
branded
cop-out,
I refuse
becomea admiration is not blind to weak
changes still stands in the ASUNM
constitution.
ABC-TV decided to cash in on involved in the overwhelming spots will probably find more
Balloting was held to fill a the current wave of popularity mass of criticism that has greeted than a couple of bones to pick.
But only the pure cynic, I think,
vacancy on the Faculty Policy enjoyed by W.C. Fields and the this latest release of Dylan's.
Committee, the faculty's steering other comedy stars of yesteryear,
Any critique of an album is won't be able to find something,
not much, to cherish in this
committee. Results will be and is running an hour and a half merely the critic's subjective ifwork.
show Saturday evenings at 8:30 opinion, with maybe a little
announced.
My only advice is: don't make
The faculty also passed a called "W.C. Fields and Friends." knowledge and appreciation
resolution of sympathy to the
The friends on the first show thrown in, right? Therefore, any this your first Dylan album. Get
family of David Varley, former were Burns and Allen and Charlie two people can honestly disagree to know him first, through his
chairman of the UNM sociology Ruggles. "Six of a Kind" was the in their evaluation of a particular earlier works, then get to know
department. Varley was teaching first offering-not one of Fields' work; but the critics, being this album very well before
making any judgments. I believe
in Arizona at the time of his better films, but the "poor cue" so-called professionals and it's
worth the effort.
_______________________==========:::::::::::::::::-----Charles Andrews

Faculty Okays Additions
For Academic Policies
At a brief meeting Friday
afternoon, the UNM Faculty gave
final approval to two additions to
its academic freedom policies and
to a revision of the Curricula
Committee's functions.
It also withheld formal action
on several ASUNM constitutional
amendments handed to it, since
faculty authority over regulations
affecting student life was waived
by faculty vote last spring.
The new duties of the Curricula
Committee, whose former duties
had been absorbed by the
departments and colleges, include
"charting the curl'icular direction
of the University,'' revic>wing new
degree programs and cases of
"unnecessary duplication" of
programs, receiving proposals for
curriculum policy changes and
setting up guidelines for
instructional evaluation.
Tht• faculty voted inclusion in
the Faculty Handbook of the
Statt•mcnt on Professional Ethics
endorsed by the AAUP and a
statement on extramural
utf.Prances by professors. The
ASUNM constitutional
amendments, which include
establishment of an Plections
commisSion and l•xpansion of
ASUNM commiUee membership
to include GSA representation,
were forwarded to the Rl•gents
with the informal requPst that the
body consid<•r the amendml•nts
witliout formal faculty action.
Last spring the faculty dell!led
from their proc!'dures, jurisdiction
OV!'l' n•gulations pPrtaining to
"student .life and activities."
However, the stipulation for
faculty approval of constitutional

merit historically-the differences
between the first of the huge rock
festivals' and the current ones ru·e
obvious and at times humorous.
One part that hasn't lost any
excitement, though, is the Otis
Redding and Jimi Hendrix sets,
back to back. Probably the most
exciting rock performances ever
captured on film, it's hard to
believe it happened three years
ago. An album has just been
released (prior to Hendrix' death,
incidentally) of those two sets,
Redding on one side and Hendrix
on the other, about 20 minutes
each. If I can get my hands on it, I
promise a full review.
For those who dig that sort of
thing, Don Pancho's is currently
showing what is reputed to be the
king of the porny movies,
"Censorship in Denmark." A year
ago, Copenhagen (where else?)
played host to the world's first
international pornography
exposition, and this film is a
record of it. 'Nuff
* * *said.
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Keep up on
current
affairs
the easy way
Read the Pulitzer Prize
winning Christian Science
Monitor. Rarely more than
20 pages, this easy,-toread daily newspaper grves
you a complete grasp. of
national and world affa1rs.
Plus fashion, sports, business, and the arts. Read
the newspaper that 91%
of Congress reads.

----------Please send me the Monitor for
0 I year $26 0 6 mos. $13
tJ 3 mos. $6.50
fJ Check or money order
enclosed
0 Bill me

name __
.--~----street _ _ _ _ _ _ _~--

citY-----~---stotc _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2 i P -
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THE
CH}\ISTIAN SCIENCE

MONI'.fOR®
Box 125, 1\stor Statron
Boston, Massochusctts 02123
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As Wolf pack Wins,34-28

':) I

;

;

Redskins' La ughter Turns to Tears

In case you have been in a cave
all weekend, the Lobos humiliated
the Utah Redskins (who were
rated at least seven touchdown
favorites by Utah sportswriters) in
the upset of the year, 34-28.
The Lobos won their first
football game ever at Utah with
the help of 638 yards total
offense including a 208 yard
individual effort from a man (now
a myth) named Fred Henry.
:Henry, who sho1.1ld have the
WAC offensive player of the week
honors sewed up, carried only 19
times in ammassing his fantastic
total of 10 yards per carry.
100 yards rushing is the mark
that usually signifies a good effort
from a running back, and besides
Henry's epic performance, two
other Lobo backs broke that
barrier-Sam Scarber with 139
and Nate McCall with 119.
The Lobos might have very well
beat the Utes by seven
touchdowns if it were not for a
rash of costly mistakes. Besides a
crushing 130 yards on 14
different penalties, the Wolfpack
fumbled the ball away no less
than five times and also had two
passes intercepted. The mistakes
the team made were the only b.t"'""' ....~·~.
thing that could. stop the Lobos'
;"~
vicious attack because the Utah
defense was completely at the
mercy of the same, but
rejuvenated, offense which
J
produced a scant three points a I
week ago.
I
The biggest story of the game, I
overlooking all the brilliant
individual performances, was the
way the Lobos hung together as a
team. After a frustrating loss at
the hands of Iowa State last week,
and behind 21-3 after 10 minutes
against the highly ranked Utah

team, the Lobos picked
themselves up and roared back
until they had scored four
touchdowns straight, and all but
assured themselves of the WAC
leadership-a satisfying position
even if it is only a 1-0 record.
The Lobo defense was as
sterling as the offense over the last
three quarters, allowing the
explosive Utah scoring machine
only one TD. The 'Pack made the
highly publicized Gordon
"Scooter" Longmire throw 18
incomplete and two intercepted
passes out of 32 attempts.
Longmire was so unimpressive
that when things got crucial in the
last quarter, Utah coach Bill Meek
lifted him in favor of second
stringer Dana Clyde. The switch
made no difference to the fired up
Lobo defense.
Joe Hartshorne had an
instrumental toe in the outcome.
He converted four extra points
and provided the winning margin
with opening and closing field
goals of 34 and 37 yards.
The game was wide open from
the opening kickoff until the final
gun. The Utah fans were
confident that their team could
come back and win against a team
that had been billed as a practice
session 'for Utah's tougher games
of the season. And the Lobo
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/ Sports

Conference Roundup ••.

MixedUpWeekinWAC

Roberts-led Harriers
Fourth in Vegas Meet

miscues kept t~e home tea!n m
the contest until the last mmute
when the Lobo defense held on
four . dow11:s and took . over
possessiOn w1th less than a mmute
remai~ing. Until that time, the
Redslm; followers thought that
Longmn·e would be able to
penetrate the Lobos "weak
secondary."
But that secondary was up for
the game and got plenty of
assistance !rom. the hard pass rush
and roammg lmebackers .. Kan~as
may well be re·evaluatmg 1ts
passing attack that all Lobo
opponents had tho~gh W~>Uld be
the sure way to wm agamst the
Lobos.
Quarterback Rocky Long
bounced back after last week's
personal setback with a great
mastermind job of the Lobo
attack, which scored more points
in one game than any Lobo team
has in the past four seasons. Along
with his signal·calling, Long
completed nine of 16 passes for
105 yards and picked up 46 ;yards
rushing.
Scarber, Long, Henry and
McCall ;ach scored a touchdown
for the1r efforts. Scarber would
have had another had he not
fumbled the ball as he plunged
into the end zone, one of four
Scarber fumbles in the game.

I
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The UNJ\;I cross coul'ltry team
opened then· fall season with a
fourth place finish in the
University of Nevada Invitational
at Las Vegas, Nev. Sat1.1rday.
The meet cmposed of 14 teams
from California, Arizona Nevada
and New Mexico was s~ored on
the total team times for the
four-mile course.
The Lobo harriers' seven-man
team time of 150:51.9 was less
than seven minutes behind team
":inner California State's winning
time of 144:33.9. The University
of Nevada and the University of
Arizona finished second and third
respectively.
Leading the Lobo runners were
sophomore Dave Roberts with a
time of 20:58.1, and freshman

Dennis Swift with a finishing time
of 21:11.6,

~he . Lobes now prepare for
the1r f1rst home meet against
Adams State, on Oct. 3. After the
Adams State meet the squad will
have four matches to tune up for
the WAC championships on Nov.
14. The encounters until the
championships are just warmups
"A distance runner cannot ru~
hard every meet; there have been
two years where we haven't won a
meet, but have won the WAC
championship," stated coach
Hugh Hackett.
Since cross country was given
WAC varsity status in 1961 the
Lobos have won four ~ross
country titles.

Despite the loss of five fumbles
two passes and a great deal of
yardage by penalties New Mexico
fo:1ght their way to ~ictory over a
previously awesome Utah Redskin
football team
The victor~ by UNM leads the
list of upsets in the WAC this
week. After being pegged seven
touchdown underdogs by the Salt
Lake City newspaper, and after
watching Utah jump to a 21-3
first quarter lead the Lobos
strengthened in ~!most every
phase of the game to scamuer
away with a 34-28 victory.
•
Don Burge and Michael Blake
of the news desk at The Lobo
predicted that the Wolfpack
would lose the game in their
Friday predictions, which
appeared in The Lobo, as did
sports editor Paul Fleck and
sports writer Andy Garmezy
Only sports staffer Roger Ruvol~
chose the Lobos as victors in the
match. "It had to happen,"
Ruvolo said
·

K
S
d' ansas. t~te had ~omewhat of
a lsa~pomtmg day m Tempe, as
th~ A~l~ona State S~n Devils took
a eclslve 35·13 wm over KSU,
Everyb 0 dY but Fleck chose that
game correctly.
Ruvolo and Garmezy surprised
the veteran predictors as far as the
Texas-El Paso game went, UTEP
bounced back from a 44-20 loss at
t~e hands of Utah to take a 17-0
v1ctmy over a clumsy Brigham
Young e}eve~. BYU lost the
football f1ve t1mes via fumbles in
that game.
Colorado State University head
coach Jerry Wampfler's team lost
their second game in a row after
star~ing off soundly in beating the
Agg1es of New Mexico State three
weeks ago. The beating came at
the hands of Iowa State
University, the team that only a
week ago trounced UNM 32 _3
This time the score was 37 _6 :
Cyclone Reggie Shoemake tied
two school kicking records l'n that

game, All pre?ictors for The Lobo
got that one r1ght.
~I though no statistics are
avmlablc, the. score .of .the_ San
Jose State-Al'lzona t1lt mdwates
that a clos: game was played in
Tucson. ~l'lzona came out ahead
~t . the fma~ gun, ~0·29. Once
agam,, t~e f1ve predwtors chose
the Wlll:m?g team.
.
PrediCtiOns wer.e spht for ~he
Utah State·Wyommg game, w1th
Fleck . and Ruvolo going with
Wyommg and Burge, Blake and
G~~ezy all going with the
wm~ung Utah State team. The
A~gles fought ba?~ from a 23-8
th1.rd q.uarter .def1c1t to score 34
pomts II;' the fmal stanza to take a
42 -29 wm.
.
_Garmezy and Ru~olo :ode h1~h
this .week .by ch<?osmg f1ve of SIX
p~sslb]e wmners, m the WAC. This
brmgs <;tarmezy s total record to
7-.5, whde Ruvo}o .leads the pack
With an 8·4 predwtlons record.
Burge and Blake went 4·2 for
the week to make their record
7-5, while sports editor Fleck
chose but two of six to drop his
record below the .500 mark at
5-7.
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The Grateful Dead

Beware the
Body Shir~
. Snatcher!
You're fair game
when you wear
a Van Heusen
Body Shirt.
Man, you'll just have to keep your shirt
on! 'Cause if it's the new Van Heusen
Body Shirt, you'll want to enjoy those
physique-flattering lines for yourself. Your
torso is even more so in the world's best
fitting body shirt. In a terrific selection
of bold stripes and solids, with the newest
long point collar and 2-button cuffs.
PRIZES! Two big ones! Two round·lrip
/lights via SAS SCANDINAVIAN AIRliNES
to Copenhagen and Majorca for a swing·
ing, expense·paid CLUB 33 vacation! Plus
a box of Van Heusen Body Shirts for each
of 25 runner·up entries. Easy to enter: just
create your own slogans for our Body Shirt
ad. Send entries to College Contest, VAN
HEUSEN 1 4l7 Fifth Avenue, New York, New
York 10016. Contest void where prohibited
by law.

..J'A$

FLY
SCANDINAVIAN AIRLINES
jets to wonderful Copenhagen and Club 33
headquarters, thtn on to Majorca for two
sensational weeks with your new friends
and fellow swingers!

VAN HEUSEN®4.17
Body Shirt

L i1i. CIA~ 1:, T!J
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By PAUL FLECK

Featuring •..
ALP SPORT
· • GERRY
• KELTY PACK

1; •

A basic rule for a successful football coach is to never say
anything that will rile an opponent. Since football is such an
emotional game, a coach knows that if something he says
makes the other team mad, it is as good as points on the
wrong side of the scoreboard.
That is why most official pre-game commentary is
confined to lauding the opponent's strong points and
potential. A coach usually can not be pinned into making a
statement about how his t.eam should win easily, even if that
is the case, because he is afraid of the repercussions.
Utah coach Bill Me<>k followed this formula last week. But
the press in Utah did not. In their haste to print some copy
that all Redskin fans wanted to read, they played a part in
the home team's downfall. And it was not a subtle part.
Splashed all over the sports pages was the fact that the
Lobos were pushovers. The Desert News picked the Utes as
seven touchdown favorites. Bill Meek no doubt cringed as he
read that, along with other tactical blunders like a headline
announcing "Welcome Grateful Dead." The headline was
referring to the musical group that was arriving in Salt Lake,
but the thought behind it was not to be overlooked by the
sensitive Lobos.

For The Finest In-

. ·.
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Lambda Chi Alan Carter gets
off pass despite rush by
unidentified SAE. The SAE's
went on to win their second
straight of the season, 14-0.

Pass Rush

Grimace

J

:;·

:.·
'

Phi Delts Bob Finch and Mike
Madry (on ground) get to Pike
quarterback Mike Conway just as
Conway releases a pass. Pikes
won, 13-0 in Thursday's contest.
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1406 EUBANK BLVD., N.E.

Marshall Scholarship

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
RATES: 7c ver word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. It ad is to
run five or more connecutive dnya with

Students interested in applying
for a Marshall Scholarship to
study in Great Britain should
write to: British Consulate
General, 120 Montgomery St., 9th
Floor, San Francisco, Calif.
94104.

WHERE: Journalism lluildlng. Roon1
169, afternoons preferably or mail.

no clmnges th~ rate js redU<'ed to Gc

No sportswriter of any merit picks any team as seven
touchdown favorites when a season is only two weeks old.
The outcome of one game is simply not enough data on a
team to decide that one team is that much better than the
other.

Classified Advertising
Pet" word nnd the minimum nurnb~r or
UNM P.O. Box 20
words to 10.
Albuquerqu~. N.M. 87106
TERMS: Pnym~nt rnuat be mnde In full prior to ins~rtion or advertisement.
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Paul Sitkowsld, a sophomore linebacker who contributed
plenty to the win Saturday, was one who did not appreciate
what he read in Salt Lake. "What really got me and a lot of
the guys is that they (the Salt Lake City newspapers) said
that there was no way Utah could lose," Sitkowski said, "and
when you hear something like that, it just gives you
something to prove. It really helped the team." The team
that could not lose indeed did lose, 34-28, and the score does
not indicate truly how bad Utah was beaten.
Sitkowski proved a personal point with eight tackles and a
deflected pass in his first start of the year.
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FOR HALE
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map, llnndloom<'d
nnd \\'Om con's),
hlnnlwt:t. ru~~. ("rt~a Guntcmnin. Old
Town. FitH"f-;t C<'ntrat. South Amerkan
lmpori..1.

lliCYCU~s.

PARTS & SioJRVJCE"-Gltano,
Hnleis:h. Zcva ~ Tnurlng -----~ Prott•.:;sionnl
--Olympic Cycle~ nnd SDorL4, 1031 Snn
lllateo SJ•), 266-9100. 9/20
I04R FORD mnvcrtibl<'-good runnning
ronditlon. $250, onll 2UH-0242 aft~r 5, or
277-5940. Ask for l~lloen or see nt 1147
ll!cKe~ Dr. NE, !1/ZR/711
-~-·~~--------···-·--·----·
1!lG9 'fRIUMPH G50c" TR-1;. Exc~llont co:J·
dition. $021i. 247·8587. 10/1
tum; TRIUMPH. Recently painted, new
tires. $950. 842-8000 nCtcr 8. 9/30
TlRED o!i l'ARKlNG tick-:et~.?::cn=-u_y_n_m_o-:-to-r
scooter l Cnll Rny nt 277·4943 or 243•7247.
9/30
.

-··-- -

i

Utah had beaten UTEP the week before 44-20 while the
Utah
Lobos were suffering at the hands of Iowa' State,
"':as 8-2 last ye~, the Lobos 4-6. And Utah was a pre-season
pwk to be. a sohd contender in the WAC. All this was ample
cause to p~ck the U~es as the favorite Saturday. Perhaps if the
Lobos arnv~d to fmd themselves listed as 12 or 18 point
underdogs, 1~ would have been a little more like what they
were expectmg. But the shock of being set aside so easily
might have provided the incentive which resulted in victory.

32-3.

THUNDERlllitD-UNM's crent!ve literary
nnd ntt tnnttnzinc-now accepting stnfl'
npvliontlons. Rm. 205 Journnlism Bldg.
NOl'ICE: ALL CLASSF.JED ADS must he
in by 3 p.m. to run the following dny.
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NEW MEXICO LOBO
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LOS'f & FOUND

LOST: A. WHITE lcnther wnllet with valunblc identification, studont lD nne!
driver's license, REWARD. Call 21i60688 after r. llm. 10/2
FOUND: exp~nsivc lt~m In Ln Posndn DinIng Hnll Sunday Sept. 20, lllnchtlmc. Call
277·4991 to Identify. 9/30
L 0 S T : LADIES RED WALLET nnd
chnngc put·s~, Zimmerman Librn.zy. Gi!n ..
erous rcwnrd. PRICF~200·1404. 9/20
LOST: GOLD 'riEl clip7. lnltlnls REB. Cnll
277·4533.
Reward. - 10 1
-

3)

SERVICES

FAST, EXPERT TYPtNG, Disset•tnt!on,
manuscript, tcchnlcnl, at.c. Cnthryn Iked,
255-1212. 10/2

SIMMS BUILDING

........

other locations in Winrock Center,

National Building & 120 Madeira NE

(mru

---------· ---~---~-~--~---~------- ---

.I

High Speed XEROX COPIES-Be-No limit
special rates far dissertations-required paper supplied free

University P.O. Box 20, UNM, Albuquerque, N. M. 87106

·Town

tnbr.it'!l. POlH"hos

kopy korner

NEW MEXICO LOBO
CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

FJ<:MALJ•; to nhntt' two-lwdroom hour.<'. Gall
~i1(i .. :J!Hi9 aftt 1r !l PM. fl ·ao

But the Salt Lake City press thought it proper to do so.

. So today when Meek has his Monday press conference to
discuss th~ outsome of the game, he will inevitably be asked
the questwn, . What happened, coach?" Meek has had all
weekend to thmk about the answer to that one and will not
doubt tell the Salt Lake press in no uncertain terms.

/.' ..

Lobo photos by E.J. Bauer

•TENTS
• SLEEPING BAGS
• PACKS
• CLIMBING
EQUIPMENT
•OUTDOOR
CLOTHING
o BOOTS
• LIGHTWEIGHT
FOODS
• KNIVES
• SNOWSHOES
• SKI TOURING
EQUIPMENT

BELOW WHOLBSALE 1965 Cross Country
VS. $695 or offer, 268-5080 evenings,
Clcnn. 0/30
1965 DODGE DART convertible, cxc~llcnt
condlliort, $805. 2314 Hotrmnn NE, 296-

RATES: 7¢ per word, $1.40 minimum (that's 20 words)

5¢ per word if same ad runs five or more consecutive times
$2.50 minimum (that's 10 words 5 times)
TERMS: Payment must be made in full prior to insertion of advertisement
CLASSIFICATIONS:
I. Persona Is

2. Lost & Found

5. For Sale

3 Services

6. Employment

7. Miscellaneous

4. For Rent

INSERT THE FOLLOWING ADVERTISEMENT --TIMES STARTING _ __

3305 9/28

NEW 14 CARAT WHITE GOLD, 17 jew~l
lndlcs wntch with 10 single cut diamonds.
Cost $07,1i0 now $61i. 247·2646 or 243
3349. 9/25
200 USED ·;:T:;:V;;-'s---n'7.ll:--:sty"'f;-cs-.~$;::1-:-5-u-p-,-4;-;:41
Wyoming NE. 255·5987, 10/9

6)

EMPLOYMENT

MALE PART-TIME help. Apply In person
nt Dcr Wicrterscbnitzd, 5810 Mennul. 9/30
AD SALESMEN AND WOl\lEN wanted.
Call Skip nt 2Gli-6660, 25% commission.
~/80

7)

ENCLOSED$._ _ __

PLACED BY------~---

MISCELLANEOUS

USED BOOK SALE-Town IInll, Coron·
ado Center. J.i'ri.·Snt. Oct. 2, 3. 10/2
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Lettet•s:
Troglodyte Bureaucracy
To the Editor:
I must confess some uneasiness in
writing this letter which may not
after all be of great interest to your
readership. It is little more than a
passing incident that occurred on
Tuesday, Sept. 15. The protagonists:
myself and the Student Health
Center.
Having suffered a severe puncture
wound I went to the emergency
room at Bernalillo County Hsopital
to get a tetanus shot. This however
was not possible because my
previous lack of immunization made
it necessary to use an additional
vaccine, not generally available.
Going from one place to another I
eventually reached the office of Dr.
Roy Kropinak, an exceedingly nice
chap, who advised me to waste no
time before getting the preventative
treatment, since the nature and
circumstances of my accident
considerably augmented the
probability of tetanus infection. In
my presence he called the Student
Health Center and asked if they
would administer the shot to me.
The answer was yes. They also did
not have this particular vaccine in
stock, but if provided, they would
give me the injection.
Equipped with everything that
was necessary, including the syringe,
I proceeded to the Health Center
where I met the impassable
white-coated Mrs. Looney who
informed me that I did not qualify
for emergency aid. Quite appalled
but still trusting that there was some
misunderstanding, I asked to see the
center director, Dr. McCabe. Not
willing to stick my syringe with my
vaccine in my arm but perfectly
willing to bodyguard her director

Throw-Away Polluters
To the Editor:
Have others been as concerned as I
am to find that the cafeteria in the
Union has gone over entirely to
plastic cups, plates and utensils
which are thrown away after each
meal?
This practice of using throw-away
plastics began unobtrusively at the
snack bar, and has been progressively
extended to all the Union's eating
facilities, so that the Union food
service must now be throwing out
truckloads of plastic rubbish daily.
Have they never heard of the
environmental crisis?
Plastic utensils are not
"bio-degradable." The only way of
disposing of them is by burning the
chemicals with resultant air
pollution. Perhaps the food service
considered these throw-aways to be
balanced by the decreased use of
dish washer detergents, but I rather
doubt that they ever consider the
pollution problem. This seems to me
terribly wrong. A restaurant
associated with the University should
provide an example of good
ecological practice. Instead, through
this innovation, UNM seems to have
become one of Albuquerque's
leading ·polluters.
Edwin C. Hoyt
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Nasser Dead: Egypt 1n Turmoil

By United Press International
CAIRO-President Gamal
Abdel Nasser of Egypt, the most
powerful leader in modern Arab
history, died of a ·heart attack
Monday at the age of 52.
His death added a new
dimension of uncertainty to one
of the most troubled periods in
the Middle East of recent times.
Vice President Anwar Sad at
succeed Nasser as interim
President of Egypt, Radio Cairo
announced.
Cairo was almost paralyzed by
the death announcement which
was read on both radio and
television. People wept on the
street in a state of shock.
The body was moved from
Nasser's home in the Cairo
suburbs to the Presidential Palace.
Nasser's death could plunge the
Middle East into a new crisis. U.S.
diplomats considered him a
moderate despite his fiery
statements against Israel and
expressed fears his death would
bring radical young Egyptian
army officers to power and with
them new full-scale war against
Israel.
Sadat went on the radio later
Monday night to report that
Nasser suffered the fatal heart
attack shortly after returning to
his home from the closing
ceremonies of the Arab summit
conference.
News Spreads Quickly
News of Nasser's passing swept
quickly through Arab capitals,
where portraits of his smiling face
look down from many walls. Tall,
bulky and graying with the years,
he was the idol of the Arab
masses.
In the streets of the Lebanese
capital of Beirut, women stopped
and sC'ceamed as they heard the
news. "My God! My God!'' one
16-year·old boy shrieked.
Shopkeeps on Beirut's main
street, Rue Hamra, rang down
their iron shutters. Many wept.
Within minutes, the sound of
rifle shots rang out in Beirut-the
traditional sign of mouming in the
Arab world.
Radio Cairo stopped all regular
programs and read quotations
from the Koran. Nasser was a
devout Moslem.
Nasser had been under
treatment for diabetes and a
circulatory ailment in the Soviet
Union earlier this year but his
death was a surprise.

will

that their vision is limited to the
weakness of our society. Even
though their own freedom depends
on the American legal and political
system, they use that freedom to
proclaim the worthlessness of the
system that makes their protest
possible.
At the same time, they naively
imagine that the revolutionary
society they advocate would measure
up fully to lofty ideals of its
architects.
Thus, the American radical all too
frequently wears one set of blinders
that enables him to see only the
virtues of the ,Utopian alternatives he
reads about in radical literature.
Normally, he is conforted in his
blindness by the affluence and
relative security provided by the
By SEN. GEORGE MCGOVERN
system ht> condemns.
The recent bombing of the math
What I personally resent most
center at the University of about somH American radicals is
Wisconsin, which claimed the life of their willingness to jeopardizt> the
a young researcher, is one of a series chances of constructive change by
of violent acts which underscore the flaunting their own foolish and
folly of undisciplined radicalism. destructive tactics. Th<~Y have invited
Bombings in various parts of the the so-called hard hat reaction to the
country have come with alarming peace effort by such anties as
frequency in recent months. These displaying Vietcong flags, disrupting
tactics and the wild rhetoric that has courtrooms, shouting obscenities and
afflicted some revolutionary groups other obnoxious patterns of
are apparently based on the notion conduct. Instead of building a
that the end justifies the means.
broader base on the nearly
But the bombers, and other universal ~unger of man for peace,
irresponsible advocates of violence, they seem determined to isolate the
threatened all that is decent in our peace movement, from any kind of
society. They sometimes claim to be effective relationship with other
operating as anti-war agitators. But human beings.
.
we cannot end violence abroad by
This kind of reckless political
practicing it on each other here at action may be enjoyable for affluent
home. Indeed, the tactics of violence youth cut off from the real world,
only ensure a self-defeating but it is a grave injustice to those
counter-reaction that leads not to who seck an end to the war and
peace and justice but to conflict and misery. The irresponsible militant
repression.
"doing his thing" at a peace rally or
I regret that some radical youth in a courtroom is undermining those
leaders have lost CDntact with both dedicated to the long, hard effort to
reality and their own professed influence public opinion toward
idealism.
peace and justice.
Radical theoretician Tom
The Jerry Rubins and the Abbie
Hayden's recent remarks to the Hoffmans have done all right for
National Student Association themselves doing their own thing.
Congress, as reported in the They have made .themselves into
Washington Star of Aug. 19, 1970, nationally known personalities
illustrate the point.
t:omplete with lucrative fees. But
In glorifying the recent they had discredited in the public
kidnapping of a California judge mind legitimate efforts for peace and
which led to his death and that of justice.
three other people, Hayden endorses
I repudiate the tactics of the Jerry
the very barbarism that he professes Rubins and the Abbie Hoffmans.
to despise.
And I repudiate the foolish words of
In claiming that Panther leader Tom Hayden, spoken in praise of the
Huey Newton was released from California court tragedy and the
prison because of the guerrilla Latin American kidnap killers. Their
kidnappers of Uruguay and Brazil, antics betray the hundreds of
Hayden has gone beyond the limits thousands of concerned people,
of either reason or honesty.
· young and old, who havf' worked
Newton was released not because and talked and walked for peace and
of Latin American kidnappers, but justice. They betray those in public
because an American court gave him
the beneficial protection of our life who have invested their lives in
judicial system, and found error in the cause of a more humane and
peaceful society. And, they betray
his trial.
their own hopes for a more
The great weakness of many
world based on the
American radicals such as Hayden is harmonious
brotherhood of man.
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Su personfc Airliners Could
Critically Shorten The World's Fuel
Supply In 15 Years....

against my mild attempt to pass the
Styx of the reception desk, I had to
contend with Looney-McCabe's
charitable offer of seeing me next
day. Rehearsing this as-yet-uncast
Dr. Kildru:e part, cerberian Looney
kept condescendingly addressing me
by my first name-"Now David, why
don't you go back to an emergency
ward," etc. as if reprimanding
recalcitrant or bed-messing patients.
She took exception at my
prescription, arguing with a
misplaced sense of loyalty, "We
don't take orders from other
doctors." I had to return to my
department and ask for the good
offices of my chairman, who had to
personally intercede on my behalf.
Again, I doubt that this incident is
by itself of sufficient gravity to
warrant more than a brief glance by
our community. In the future,
faculty, workers or visiting
professors should know if they ever
need emergency aid while on campus
they ought to call the local police,
private ambulance, Sceresse or the
fire department. Our own Health
Center stiffened by rules that put a
stain on the forehead of the
University remains aloof and
inaccessible. If not understanding the
erosion of elementary humanism by
troglodyte bureaucracy, sueh people
are to be pitied; if they do, saddened
contempt may be just not enough.
David Stratman
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Undisciplined
Radicalism
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Nasser's death came at a time
of grea.t division in the Arab world when he announced he was
quitting. They celebrated wildly
he had tried to unite.
when he rescinded the decision.
Jordan has been torn asunder
Postal Clerk's Son
by a civil war between Palestinian
The
son. of a postal clerk,
guerrillas and Army troops and it
Nasser
was easily the most
was under Nasser's influence that
beloved
and
controversial leader
King Hussein and the guerrilla in the Arab world
in the modern
chief, Yasser Arafat, reached a
era.
He
seized
power
in Egypt
peace agreement Sunday.
with an Army coup that toppled
Nasser resigned as Egyptian
·-president after leading the Arab King Farouk on July 26, 1952.
Nasser was a young army colonel
world into the disastrous six·day at the time.
war with Israel in June, 1967, but
The immediate question was
he took back the post the next who
could take his place in Egypt
day. Egyptians wept in the streets and in the Arab world.

He did not immediately ..emet·ge
as Egypt's leader after the military
coup in 1952, but he was always
the prinCipal figure in the group
of officers who overthrew the late
King Farouk.
Nasser was Deputy Prime
Minister and Minister of Interior
from 1953 to 1954 under Gen.
Mohammed Naguib, who served as
first President after the coup.
Nasser became President in
1956, the siine year in which he
nationalized the Suez Canal,
seized Britain's Suez base and led
,Egypt's defense against an
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Imposed

by Curricula Committee

Standards Vacates Suspension
The disciplinary suspension of Jane
The violation of University
Hunt, student appealing a charge of regulations occurred when Hunt
records falsification, was stayed last allegedly forged the signature of a
night by Student Standards Committee professor in the physics and astronomy
(SSC) for the duration of the hearing of department to a drop-add slip last
the case.
April.
Hunt, suspended for one semester,
Hunt asserts she gave the unsigned
filed an appeal with the sse asserting slip to a member of the department's
her legal rights had been denied by office staff, and it was returned to her
proceedings of the faculty signed, presumably by the course
Subcommittee on Falsification of instructor, David King.
Records (SFR) as well as denying the
The head of the department
committee's finding of guilt. She is
explained
to the SFR his office staff
charged with falsifying the signature on
was not at fault and "King denies
a drop-add slip.
_
.
signing
the slip," Hunt said.
The SSC is scheduled to begm
She further charged in the appeal to
hearing the case Oct. 5.
the
SSC, that the SFR had "decided on ·
The suit, filed Thursday, charges the
SFR did not inform Hunt of her right my guilt before the hearing" and that a
to appeal the.decision on the charges to letter from the SFR chairman, Thomas
. the sse, the committee with appeal Christopher, dean of the Jaw school,
jurisdiction over "all boards imposing was her only notification of the SFR
discipline on individual students." It proceedings against her.
also asserts no "formal notice" of the
The SSC reinstated Hunt as a student
falsification charges brought against on a motion from the defense counsel,
Hunt were filed, contrary to procedures under a provision of the ASUNM
outlined in the ASUNM Constitution Constitution, (article 6, secti011 5} that
and the Regent's Statement of Policy. provides for "an automatic stay of
Tuesday, September 291 1970

disciplinary action until such an appeal
can be resolved."
The suit is being brought on the basis
of the provision of the ASUNM
Constitution (article 6, section 4)
stating "students brought before such
(disciplinary) boards must be informed
of their right and method of appeal"
and the section of the Regent's
Statement of Policy which states
"among the elements of due process
are ... notice of the charge filed, and a
hearing in which procedural rights of
the person charged are protected."
Hunt's counsel, Bill Pickens, termed
the earlier handling of the case "high
handed" and "inequitable."
Christopher had no comment on the
pending hearing when contacted by
The Lobo late last week.
The decision of the SFR was initially
appealed to Chester Travelstead, vice
president for academic affairs, _and
Hunt said she was later informed the
suspension was upheld. The usual
penalty imposed by the nil-faculty SFR
for fasification of records is
two-semester suspension.

invasion by British, French and
Israeli forces.
One of Nasser's great ambitions
was the unity of the Arab world
under his leadership. He realized
this dream in the 1967 war against
Israel only to see the armies and
air forces of Egypt, Jordan and
Syria defeated in a humiliating
war in which the Israelis seized
wide areas of all three nations.
Nasser's dream of Arab unity
first crystallized in 1958 with the
merger of Egypt and Syria into
the United Arab Republic. He was
elected· as the UAR's first
president. Yemen subsequently
joined the federation.
Merger Doomed
But the merger was doomed by
the differences which have always
plagued the Arab world. The
United Arab Republic as such
collapsed in September, 1961, as
the differences between the three
nations outweighed their
similarities. The name remained,
however.
A big stumbling block to unity
was always Nasser's belief in
socialism. It kept him from close
cooperation with Arab kings,
particularly Jordan's Hussein, and
King Faisal of Saudi Arabia.
Although the UAR failed in its
Ol"iginal conception, Nasser
himself triumphed. He was a hero
to millions throughout Africa and
Asia, an apostle of revolution with
a self-proclaimed mission to unite
the Arab, African and Islamic
nation.s under Egyptian
leadership.
.
Nasser proclaimed himself a
champion of nonalignment in the
East-West power struggle. His goal
was to keep the Arab world free
of domination by either the
Communist bloc or the West.
More often than not he was the
center of controversy-fighting
·British influence in the MiddJP
East, talking of war with Israel
and finally plunging into combat,
waging war in Yemen and
quarreling with the United States.
Nasser's political outlook was
somewhat left of center. His
relations with the Communists
were generally less rocky than
with the West, which he identified
with "imperialism and
colonialism."
Chief Benefactor
Since the 1967 Middle East
war, the Soviet Union was
Nasser's chief benefactor. He
made visits to Moscow, not so
much for medical treatment as to
woo the Kremlin into parting with
more arms and Russian manpower
for the struggle against Israel.
A tall man with sparkling blue
eyes and an infectious grin, Nas1er
was a civilian king in the hearts of
most Egyptians.
Millions of Egyptian school
children dutifully began their day
by singing:
"Nasser, we all love you; Nasser
We all cherish you, Nasser
We all follow you, Nasser
You are loved by all, Nasser."
His 19 52 revolution-as he
never tired of telling
audiences-swept a corrupt
monarchy from power, got British
troops out of Egypt and "broke
the arms monopoly" of the West
by acquiring Soviet arms.
At his death, he was graying at
the temples and maintained an
erect military bearing. He was as
personally austere as he was
politically flamboyant.
. ,,
A devout Moslem, he carefully
obeyed its rules of abstine11ce
from alcohol, although he was a
heavy smoker. He shunned the
extravagant ways of the Egyptian
monarchs he deposed-it was a
strong reason for his immense
personal popularity.
He and his wife Tahia, one of
the least·known first ladies in the
Western world, kept their private
life and their five· children
carefully private. He was a
grandfather.
Destroy Israel
'rhey lived in a cream·painted
suburban villa that served as
Nasser's working office.
(Please tum to page 7)

